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Question: Does decentralisation 
increase policy effectiveness?

statistical evidenceNo



Impact on effectiveness

+
• Closer to target groups

• Better information

• Pragmatic approach

_
• Duplication of activities

• Uneven capacities

• Divergence from main 
goals



Venice I (1998)

• “A way to achieve greater policy 
coherence”

• “To make labour market policy more 
relevant on the ground”

• “To provide a better response to social 
exclusion”

• “To reconcile national and local goals”



10 years after

• Globalisation, progress in technology

• Volatility in demand for labour and skills

• Wage dispersion and inequality

The management of labour market policy is 
more complex



New priorities

LABOUR SUPPLY
• Volatility in employment, 

wages and benefits

• ‘new paradigm’ of 
globalisation

Task: To help individuals 
fulfil their potential on 
the labour market  

LABOUR DEMAND
• Difficulty in forecasting 

skills needs

• Low-skills equilibria

Task: To help improve skills 
and productivity levels



SKILLS GAPS AND 
SHORTAGES

HIGH SKILLED 
EQUILIBRIUM

LOW SKILLED 
EQUILIBRIUM SKILLS SURPLUS

Demand

Supply

Local differentiation



Implications for labour market 
agencies

Broader, 
more 

strategic 
approach

Developing 
local 

knowledge

Leadership
Effective 

collaborative 
relationships 



What needs to be done?

1. Inject flexibility

2. Concentrate on local/sub-regional level

3. Partnerships 

4. Data/intelligence

5. Develop strategic capacity



Where do we stand? 
1) Flexibility 

Total effective decentralisation to below national level



Effective decentralisation to 
local & sub-regional level

(Territorial level 3 or below)



Comparison  



Average flexibility for different 
management aspects
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Where is flexibility available?
Programme design

Actively design programmes 27%

Choose programme mix

41%Are consulted

Develop local strategies

No flexibility 32%

Budgets

Block grants 20%

Freedom to transfer  
between budget lines

48%
Special funding to 
meet regional needs

No flexibility 32%



Comparison of flexibility
by policy area
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2) On local governance and 
capacities
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Source: IESED project



Policy integration – what counts 
most? 

1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5

Capacity

National cooperation

Local governance 

Flexibility

Source: IESED project



Integrated employment & skills 
strategies : testing the results

• Connect decisions to attract workers, 
upgrade skills, integrate the vulnerable 
into workforce development system

• Tackle skills gaps in enterprises while also 
addressing productivity issues

• Prioritisation in economic development 
strategies, anticipating change



Michigan  Attraction

Integration

Careers fairs, marketing 
campaigns, summer camps, 

attracting older workers

Upgrading

Collaboration among 
community colleges to 

coordinate & modularise  
training curricula

Career ladder 
programmes 
e.g. for entry-
level nurses

e.g. Partnering with 
public health agencies 

to address job 
retention issues (e.g. 

substance abuse)



South East 
Lincolnshire  Attraction

Integration

Substantial inflow of 
immigrants following E.U. 

Enlargement

Upgrading

Collaboration to share 
costs of high quality 

training while sharing 
latest innovation and 

technology 

Food industry 
technical 
training 

partnership 
(led by local 
university)

26 targeted language 
courses to enable 

immigrants to obtain 
higher level jobs



Conclusions
1. New challenges emerging from 

globalisation, new tasks for labour market 
agencies 

2. Much progress made on partnerships; 
flexibility is now the priority

3. Provide analytical tools, help gather 
info/data, build capacity

4. Labour market agencies can shape the 
impact of globalisation because much can 
only be done locally. 
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